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CHAP?"® I
Introduction.
In a paramagnetic sample which is initially in thermal
equilibrium with its surroundings, the energy states of the
electron spin system are populated according to the axwell-
Boltzmann distribution. If only two energy states of an
electron spin system in a d.c. magnetic field are considered
then the lower energy level is therefore more densely populated
than the upper one, and the system can absorb energy from a
"adiation field of the correct frequency. Such an absorption
of power disturbs the relative peculations of the two energy
levels of the spin system. The spin-lattice relaxation effect
is one of the mechanisms whereby thermal equilibrium is -
restored, and can be characterised by a spin-lattice relaxation
time.
The first work to be published on thi3 subject was a
theoretical study by Waller^, the main interest being on the
measurement of specific heats at low temperatures and the
attainment of very low temperatures using the method of
adiabatlc demagnetisation. The earlier work of the Leiden
school of research^ showed that the understanding of these
relaxation effects was far from complete, and many hypothetical
mechanisms were suggested to reduce the discrepancies between
the observed effects and theory, especially for measurements
2.
made at liquid helium temperatures. 'qn-c of the early
theories for the effects observed at low temperatures still give
a fair understanding of the r suits of present day experiments
on the measurement of spin-lattice relaxation times, but there
are still many phenomena unexplained "by modern theories.
•ith the development of very high frequency and microwave
techniques new methods have been applied to the study of these
problems. A further incentive to more detailed work and a
further understanding of the mechanisms involved was the
discovery and the application of the raaser, an acronym for
"Microwave Amplification by Stimulated ^mission of Radiation".
Ae a low noise amplifier the maser can be used to great effect
as the first stage of amplification in observing and measuring
signals with a very low signal to noise ratio such as occur in
radio astronomy and long range radar systems.
device depends on the disturbance o; the noltssraann population
of the energy states of a spin system by microwave radiation,
and the use of the energy emitted in the return to thermal
equilibrium. The efficie qy of operation depends on the
material which is being excited and the strength jf the spin-
lattice interaction, which ictermines the length of time the
electronic populations will be in an emissive state.
Ccope of Thesis.
In this thesis Is reported the development of a 3 cm,
paramagnetic resonance spectrometer to measure soin-lattice
relaxation. This work was initiated as part of a programme
of investigations in the field of electron spin esonanc© at
the University of ^t Andrews and in particul r to investigate
specimens suitable for a two l'V«l oolid-ot te noser, "'he
method of measurement used in this work is the continuous wave
saturation one where the intensity of the absorption of power
from the incident microwave radition is measured as a function
of the incident power level.
Chapter 2 covers the essentials of the theory of spin-
lattice relaxation effects and details of the specimens of
neutron-irradiated diamond studied.
In Chapter 3 the construction and ©aeration of the
spectrometer to measure spin-lattice relaxation times at liquid
helium temperatures is described In detail.
Chapter h is a report of the experimental results to date
and some suggestions for Improvement of technioue and future
experiments are also included.
u.
CHAPTER II
General Theory of Paramagnetic Resonance
and Relaxation,
The theory of paramagnetic relaxation effects has its
foundations in a Paper by waller^ ' and the experimental work
at Leiden on high freauency and static susceptibility
measurements. By these methods the effects of dilution of the
number of paramagnetic centres could be studied, but the
microwave resonant techniques developed after 19U5 are better
fitted for these studies. The first report of paramagnetic
resonance was by 2avoisky^, and the earlier work and theory
is reviewed in a monograph by Gorter^ and in a report by
Cooke,Other reviews of general paramagnetic resonance
theory include references (7,8,9,10), T in Chapter is devoted
to a brief discussion of the paramagnetic resonance theory
necessary for the description of mechanisms and methods of
measuring the spin-lattice relaxation time in the samples
studied,
2.1, Paramagnetic Resonance Theory,
^araraagnetism is usually associated with the presence of a
permanent magnetic moment in atoms, molecules or ions which
have a partly filled eleotron shell, Pany examples of this
ooour naturally in the iron and rare earth groups of the
periodic table, and in free radicals. One or more unpaired
electrons may also arise due to certain types of imperfections
5,
in a crystal, and these will also show paramagnetism.^
Types which have been studied by electron, spin resonance
technioues include colour centres in alkali halides and defeots
produced by irradiation. It is the study of the second typo
of defect which has been the main work for this thesis, namely
on neutron-i^radiated diamond. In this case the irradiation
breaks Go?ie of the strong co-val.ent bonis causing lattice
damage. Thus atoms are knocked from their proper pi oe in the
lattice leaving interstitial atoms and vacancies, or groups of
adjacent vacancies, Detailed discussion of this is left tint 11
Section 2,7,
In zero magnetic field, the magnetic moments associated
with a system of free spine will be randomly orientated. On
the application of a d,c, magnetic field, H, these magnetic
moments can assur e only two directions, eith< r parallel or
antiparallel to the direction of the applied field,
corresponding to the magnetic spin quantu nu bers of -
The spins will now therefore fall into two different energy
groups, v 1th on energy difference of ejB w between the two
9$ergy levels, g being the spectroscopic splitting factor and p
the Bohr magneton.
The distribution of the electron spins betwe n th se two
states is given by the Meacw«ll-Boltz rann exores ion in hich
the ratio of the number in the upper state, , to that in, the




where k is Bolts: arm's constant and T la the absolute
temperature of the opin system. If the e a e free electron
spins present in th sample, the difference in the populations
of the two levels is given by
If now an alternating r,f, magnetic field is applied to the
system of spins, as well as the d,c, magnetic field H,
transitions will be induced between the two electronic energy
levels, if the following resonance condition is satisfied
Thus a spin in the lower energy level can absorf one quantum of
energy and .lump into the upper state, and the reverse process
may also occur with the emission of energy. If the distribution
is given by equation (2,1) th€;re ore ;o e electrons in the lower
level, and a net absorption of energy will occur, the intensity
of the absorption being proportional to the difference in the
populations of the two levels (ecnation 2,2),
n * - N1 3 N0 (
1 + e
(?.2)
hf = g p H '2,3)
2.2. Paramagnetic resonance at 'lcrowave Frequencies.
The resonance condition states a direct proportionality
"between the d.c. magnetic field value, R, and the frequency of
the adiation, f, The ohoice of operating frequency is
usually a compromise of coot, sensitivity and ease of operation,
"but the best operating conditions are in the microwave
frequency range with a d,c, magnetic field value "between 1,000
and 15,000 gaueo. Thee© a-e tie limits within which suitable
microwave power sources and components, and adequate d.c.
magnetic field homogeneity over the 3ample can he economically
obtained for paramagnetic resonance work, further consideration
is given to this in Chapter 3,
The number of transitions induced between the two energy
levels is proportional to the population differences in (2,2)
and this can be increased by increasing H or decreasing T, The
limits on the value of H and its dependence on frequency are
discussed above, m consider now the effect of lowering the
op' rating 'ernperatu e by the us© of liquified *aseo. By using
the approximation hf«kT, which is valid in all cases when the
temperature of the system is much greater than 0,U5°K, the
order of in K,,
e (2*U)
and substituting this in equation 2,2 the change in aopulation
8.
for a decrease in temperature in wor*: d out in Table 1. 'he
frequency f ie 9,375 Ho/5•
Table 1,
T°K 290 83 20 h.2 1.2
Katio of n at T°K
to n at 290°K 1 3.5 1* .5 59.5 235
(the approxiirrtion stated is not valid for temperatures below
20°K and equation 2,2 was used below this temperature).
The ratio of populations at room temperature is 0.998 for
3 cm. wavelength. Thus, if we assume the conditions in the
spectrometer remain the same at all temperatures, the finures in
the Table ?,1 sho the sensitivity will increase by a factor of
235 if the operating temperature is reduced from room
temperature to that of pumped liquid helium. However, other
factors dependent on temperature arise which affect the
sensitivity, and these are discussed in Chapters 3 and h.
2.3. ;oln-T,attice and Sp in-r-pin Tntegaotion.
The energy levels of the spin system are not perfectly
sharp and thus the frequency of the absorbed or emitted
radiation is not monochromatic but has a n tural width due to
the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. The spontaneous ©mission,
however, is not sufficient to maintain the nett absorption of
energy from the continuous microwave radiation, and some other
mechanism must be present to allow the electrons in the upper
9.
state to lose energy and drop back into the lower energy level,
II this were not bo then the larger number absorbing energy in
the lower state would tend to ervaalise the populations, aid no
further absorption would occur.
One such effect is through the spin-orbit and orbit-
lattice coupling of the electron. Although the actual proposed
mechanism of this spin-lattice interaction is not fully
understood (Section ?#5)» this relaxation process whereby the
energy of the soin system is being transferred to the lattice of
the crystal can be characterised by a spin-lattice relaxation
time, T1# It is defined aa the time in which an initial exceoe
of energy given to the spins will fall to ~ of its value, in
the absence of any further applied radiation, A strong
interaction therefore produces a short relaxation time, and a
weak interaction produces a long relaxation time# ^his process
is strongly temperature dependent as shown later.
The spin—spin interaction is s relaxation effect between
the individual electron spins, and by this the whole spin
system is brought into equilibrium. This means that energy
absorbed locally in the spin system is spread over the whole
system eoualioing the energy of all spins, and this is the
justification for a unique spin "temperature" being ascribed
to the system#
This interaction arir.es from the fact that an electron in
a paramagnetic material is beinrr acted on not only by the d#e#
magnetic field, but also by the magnetic field due to
10,
neighbouring electron spins each with a permanent dipole moment.
Thee© interactions "between electrem spins depend on the angle
between the spins and the location of the spins with regard to
each other. Tach dipole is precessing about the d.e. magnetic
field direction, and its components have an effect on neighbour-
in. • dipoles. This has the effect of producing a rotating field
of the same freouency as the frequency of precession and
tending to change the direction of the neighbouring dipole.
Th»i3 there is a broadenin- of energy levels and a tendency to
reduce the lifetime of an electron in a given state. This hoe
been studied in detail by Van Vieclf 1 , and Tryc© and
Stevena^^. and the mechanism is nor ally described by the
spin-spin relaxation time, Tg. This is usually short, of the
order of a microsecond, and is temperature independent. The
line width is usually written as
/}u> « * * 4 (?.5)
1 * 2
Thus the lino width Is determined entirely by the spin-spin
interaction if f. » t2, and
T
A ? f2 or «< ^ <2*6)
where g (u>-u>J is the nor realised line shape function and
has a maximum at <^0 .
11.
2.U. Saturation -yfegta.
Saturation occurs when th3 absorption of radiation "by the
psx-amagnetio molecule it. not linearly dependent upon the power
level of the applied radiation. As the density of the incident
radiation is raised slowly the number of spin transitions to the
excited state will increase until such time aa the relaxation
mechanisms can no longer maintain the original thermal
eqtiiilbrium of the spin system. Then the population difference
between the states decreases and the linear dependence of the
absorption on the density of the incident radiation no longer
holds. Complete oaturation occurs when the two population
levels are equal and then the paramognetic system may be said
to be transparent to the incident radiation#
Follow in the analysis of T'loembergen, parcel1 and
Pound'"', and of Portie^^)f the deviations of a two-Pevel spin
system from equilibrium with the lattice da to the incident
radiation is given by
^ ^
v t *̂(?*7)r.f. s. 1 •
where n a !f? - and (||) end f|^) give the rat© of
3%f* e.l#
change of the difference in populations from the interaction
with the rodl tlon field and spin-lattice interaction
respectively. The rate of chan >e of population due to the
12.
interaction with the radiation field of frequency ^ is
(^) ^ =" - fyll X U3c)nr, f.
where ^ in the gyromagnetic ratio of the el ctron, and -1^ is
the maximum amplitude of the r.f. field,
«in n •• n
(gf) » -A*' (2.9)
s.l. 1
fhie describes the tendency of the spin system to oorae to
thermal equilibrium with the lattice in the absence of an r.f,
field, and n is the difference in populations at thermal* o
equilibrium.
If the microwave power is varying slowly compared to T^#
the rate of change of the populations will be close to zero and
this cuasi-steady state may be described by
n » n0[l ♦ £ (2.10)
"he rn^-e at which energy is absorbed from the radiation field is
n 1 + dn
" ■ **-<»> ,r|*f
1L.fl./^n v -ua0) / . . Vt )77^S^5/*«
13.
As is shown "foy Bloch^-^ 'a treatment which was originally
applied to nuclear xm net«reeonane© effects^1 ^ ), the magnetic
properties can "be described In terms of the susceptibility.
Tn a high frequency magnatic field, the ma notlastion of a
specimen does not follow th© high frenuency TftfiiilW of th© •
magnetic field instantaneously, and a phase lag occurs. The
susceptibility in written In the complex form
X • X ~^X" (?. 12)
where % and X ' are related to dispersion and absorption of
power from th© high frequency field. The total energy absorbed
by the spin system is
Pa5S|coXH12 (2.13)
In a steady magnetic field the susceptibility has a static value
An,-t- v2- anh.n-
X0 = -E&>n = Tg," M)
From (2.11), (2.13) and (2.ih) we get
xY«Y. IX.% , (g.15)
1 ♦ *».)





x"w« 1 (2.1 )2 A° <* 8 1
The last term in this equation is called the "saturation factor"
S.
and "by comparison with equation (2,10) it is seen that
S =* ~
no
i.e. the ratio of the difference of population with saturation
to the difference in population hen the spin nyate is in
thermal equilibrium with the lattice.
Equation (2.17) irapli a that the absorption of power will
be lower the larger the value of and will fall off with
increase in the density of the microwave irradiation. This
decrease occur© first in the centre of the line and will affect
the wings of the absorption curve only on further increase of
power i.e. saturation broadening. The above analysis applies
only when the broadening is of the homogeneous type, i.e. arises
from the dipolar interaction between the spins (Section 2#3) or
from the interaction with the radiation field. Thus the energy
absorbed from the microwave field Is distributed to all the




2.5. Proposed ' eehanisms for Soin-Lattloa F laxatlon Effects.
In the original paper "by ,f,aller''1 ^ two relaxation processes
were postulated} a direct process in which a spin absorbs or
emits a single phonon (or a quantum of lattice vibrations) at
the frequency of the coin transition, and on indirect or Raman
process in which one nhonon in absorbed mid another in emitted
at a frequency differing from the frequency o absorbed. phonon
by an amount eouol to the frequency o" the coin transition.
This proposition was considered in (17) and (18) but the spin-
lattice relaxation times predicted were too long. Kronig^1^
showed that the spin-orbit coupling has the effect of
transmitting the lattice vibrations to the spins and thereby
orientating them with respect to the external magnetic field,
and by this means he arrived at relaxation times of the correct
order of magnitude. The Raman process is dominant at
temperatures down to the liouid helium range, being proportional
7
to T , and only at very low temperatures does the direct process
effect the relaxation, this being proportional to T»
However, these theories did not explain the experimental
results(20)(21) worked out on the basis of thethermodynamics!
model of Oasimir and du Pre^2?) and of Pebye^2-5), Experimental
work continued at T.eiden and Oxford and other attempts to
explain the differences between the experimental results and the
theoretical predictions were made by Van Vleck ' ,
Temperley^2^ and Bijl^ ' A review of these developments is
given in references (2) and (6).
16.
"1th th© advent of microwave resonant technloueo aid the
solid-stat© maser many other refine enta of the above theory
hove been proposed, including the consider tlon of the mean free
path of the lattice phonon with the possibility of phonon
imprisonment^7) (28)^ This could produce a phonon-bath
"bottleneck In the spin-lattice relaxation^29)(30)^ wol,jt
of Glordmalne et on lattlc©-bath bottlenecks and the
possible spread of phonons on "speaking terms" with aplns, which
allows uniform saturation of the cr: stal1 hove all "been
questioned as regards three-level maser operation. Cross-
relaxation has been introduced "by Bloembargan^ 33 ^ in which
energy is transferred amongst the various lines of a
multilevel system "by means of multiple spin trans it ions. This
can effect the establishment of thermal equilibrium of the
ft
spin system and provides an explanation some af effects
reported in (31), (32).
There is still no completely satisfactory explanation of
spin-lattice relaxation, and none of the exposed theories to
date explain the dependenoe on temperature and the dilution of
the paramagnetic centres. Thus the main experimental
aoproaeh has been to study the effects of temper tur© and
concentration on the relaxation time. A recent survey of




a) ^easureraent of the absorption of power at radio frequencies
by the paramagnetic specimen was the first method to be used
to detect spin-lattice relaxation effects^, The specimen is
placed in an alternating magnetic field of amplitude and the
heet generated in the specimen gives a measure of the imaginary
component of the susceptibility*
Alternatively, audio frequencies may be used, the changes
-tlVC?
in the mutual inductance of f coils placed round the specimen
being a measure of the magnitude of the real and imaginary part
of the susceptibility# The moot convenient way of doing this
is to use an a,e, bridge and Bi,11^2t>^ reports experiments using
this method#
b) There are three methods of measuring the sola-lattice
relaxation time using microwave resonant techniques#
he first to be described is the one used for experiment®
to be reported in this thesis; the "continuous wave saturation
method" which was originally developed in nuclear magnetic
resonanee^^, Eeoorto of the use of this method for
paramagnotie experim nts are found in references (1h), (35),
(36) and (37). It consists of measuring the magnitude of the
resonance absorption as a function of the microwave power
incident on the samole, This is done by including one
calibrated attenuator in the input power arm to vary the level
of the Incident radiation, and a second calibrated attenuator
in the reflected signal arm of the microwave bridge is adjusted
18.
until the s m® level of power is detected for each sett in?? of
the first attenuator. This is equivalent to measuring the
change in the height of the absorption signal for a change in
input power.
Inherent In this method ore the assumptions th t the effect
of the spin-lattice interaction in to relax 'he spins to their
equilibrium state in time and that the spins interact
strongly with each other ao that energy absorbed at one
frequency io quickly transferred to ©11 th© spins i.e. •g<< Vg#
It also assumes that the complex susceptibility is proportional
to the difference in the population of adjacent electronic
energy level. This means th t the spin system behaves as If it
were at equilibrium at a opiri temperature higher than th®
lattice temperature.
The other methods used rel^y on observation of the absorption
as a function of time after the spin populations hove been
disturbed by microwave power. In the "saturation-recovery"
method the recovery of the absorption is monitored as a function
of time after n pulse of power of sufficient intensity and
duration to saturate the absorption Is anal led, the magnetic
field being hold constant at the value corresponding to maximum
absorptien"->®^^. The " inversion-recovery" method ones
(1 ri}
odiabatio fast passage" or tit© -metic field through the
resonance to invert the spin populations and observes the
recovery to equilibrium of the whole line as a function of time.
19.
This is a method similar to the technioues used in maser
experiments, and differs from the saturation recovery method in
that the incident power is bein«r a plied to the whole absorption
line. Tt is claimed that this method will show any phonon-
i-imprisonment or bottlenecks as a change in the slope of the
recovery to thermal eouilibrium.
2-7. Pern ma noetic Resonance in TTeutron-'rradinted "inmond.
Earlier work by Griffiths et al.^'0^ suggests that neutron
i radiated diamond is a suitable paramagnetic crystal for the
study of spin-lattice relaxation effeots, Bugdale^'1^ observed
the colouration of diamond ^ue to neutron bombardment. On heat
treatment to 1000°0 this dark green colouration gradually
decreased in intensity to an ultimate pale yellow, and he
suggested the colouration is due to the formation of Frenkel
defects (by the neutron bombardment), i.e. vacant lattice sites
and interstitial atoms.
The first report of paramagnetic resonance studies of
neutron-irradiated dimrond is by Oriffitha et al.^0a^ with
measurements taken from 20CV to 290°f at a wavelength of 1.2 cm.
and 3.1 em. They report rsny closely spaced lines classified
as foil owe*-
a) A single absorption line, much more intense than all the
others with a g-value of 2.C026 (for a free electron g = 2.0023).
Both the intensity and line width Increase ith the irradiation
dose, as does the colouration, but they decrease rapidly if the
20.
AltOIMd is heated. In the table below ZiH is the line width.
Trradintion time 10 hoars 120 hours 180 hours
b) An anisotropic spectrum of twelve lin a with intensity of
order 10C tirn e 8 oiler than th t of the central line. The
intensity and the line width are indeoen ent of temper *t'ire, and
the investigators suggest this spectrum may he explained as
arising from paramagnetic units with electronic spin S = 1, the
spin leyels being separated into a doublet and singlet
(separation b a 0.010 cm,"1) by a crystalline electric field of
nearly axial symmetry. This axis is oarallel to one of the six
edges of the fundamental carbon tetrahedron of the diamond
lattice, so that there' are six differently oriented unite present
each giving two lines in the spectrum. ?he nositions of these
can be found from the soln Hamiltonian
where the mean g-value is g s 2.0^27, * 1.0035 and Ibis 0.010.
• H
c) Many other smaller lines whose intensity and position vary




pale green dark green blnck
20 gauss Ji7 gauss 70 gauss
15 gauss 21 gauss 2f msjgs
(the integrated neutron flux for 1800 hour exposure was
4 a 5
9 x 10 neutron9/cm ),
j4-=spH,g.S + IML; '
21.
From these results it is concluded that the absorption
spectrum is due to lattice defects and the iritensit; is
oualitntively prooortional to th duration of irradiation. "he
spectrum ia in no way connected with imourlty etc - except
possibly type c) lines. The inteneiti<a end 1i idth suggest
the centres occur in clusters,
e'prien and Pryce^®2) give a theor which suggests that the
main absorotion peo!- is due in part to isolated vacancies. One
isolated vacancy has four carbon ato s as its nearest neie?hbours
each ?ith an unpaired electron. The most probablfc Tounl state
of this system in one in which all the spins are parallel
(S = ?) hut splitting is negligible due to the high state of
symmetry. The resultant absorption is a single isotropic line
with the free soin g-valoe. The investig tors give no further
applanation of the type b) lines except to observe that the
diamond structure is very open and the natural interstitial
oosition for an atom is the same distance from its nearest
neighbours as are ordinary carbon atoms in ia ond, "he
splitting and g-value can be rel ted to the 3p state nf carbon,
A further refinement is that two interstitial carbon atoms may
join to form a 02 molecule with f> = 1. Although the detailed
theory is not clear many effects can be explained by the over¬
simplified mo el in which the type a) line arises from single
vacancies or interstitiols, or both, and the type b) lines
arise from Cg molecules,
^he effect of heat treatment then is that the interstitials
22.
drop back to fill the nearest vacancies with a corresponding
decrease in the main line absorption, and only the spectrum due
to the cp molecules retrains, ^ in is what is observed and can
fh 7 %
also be fitted to the optical absorption work " 1.
2,8, Ueutron-Irradi' ted "lamond -Qpecitneng.
The diamonds available for investigation were kindly
supplied by the Physics Research Laboratory, University of
Reading, Tie six specimens obtained were irradiated in the
P.^.P.P. reactor but the <*xact details of the irradiation dose
are not known. The data listed in the following table is based
on a comparison of the optical absorption spectra of other
neutron irradiated diamonds nt the University of Reading,
n lose at
D
Specimen C olour pile factor 6 'eight (cts.)
T> 23 clear 1 hour 0.5?
D 2U clear 3 0,ld
0 25 pale green 10 0.17
!) 26 pale green 30 0.22
D 27 dark grern 120 0.38
r> 29 black 1C00 0.35
11 ^
(Pile factor 1 is a neutron flux of 10 o- utronn/e .Vsces.)
The crystals are i regular slices aooroxi tely 0,5 . thick
and h mm. in diameter. From the above it is ©stin ted that
specimens P 27 and I) 29 were xposed to a" integrated neutron
16 —17
flux of approximately 2,5 x 10 * and 2 x 10 cm respectively.
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OHAFTKR III
rescript ion of the \ooaratua.
3.1. 7ntreduction.
~his chapter is devoted to the description of the design
and construction of a 3 cm. mlcrov?ave spectrome ter to on"rate at
lion id helium temperatures. In choosing the operating* frequency
several factors have to he considered, na• ely th« oati m
sensitivity required, the cost and availability of microwave
components and a d.c. magnet, and the e^se of operation. The
final choice is a compromise of the e f ctors and they are now
treated in more detail.
Prom cost considerations, it is cheaper to use 3 cm.
microwave equipment than 8 mm, components, because the components
for the shorter wavelength must be manufactured to stricter
tolerences. The require rent for a higher stable d.c, magnetic
field for work in the higher frequency range also adds greatly
to the cost.
Besides the actual value of the a.c. magnetic field and the
hi~h homogeneity required, the distance between the pole faces
of the magnet in one of the main consideration in the design and
size of the resonant cavity. Since cryogenic techninues hove
also to be used, it is simpler if the cavity is of the
reflection type with the specimen mounted on the bottom in a
region of maximum r.f, magnetic field. If the cavity was
resonant at the higher frequencies, i.e. shorter length, the
pig.1.BlockDiagramofAp aratus.
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soecimene would not "be confined to the area of high r.f,
agnetlo field, and thus the o-value of the cavity would be
lowered with a corresponding decrease in the sensitivity,
Feher^' *1' considers the "minimum nu b'r of detectable spins per
unit volume" as a suitable measure of the sensitivity of a
epeotrometer,
A block diagram of the aooaratus is shown in ^igire 1,
The two accurately calibrated attenuators, A1 and A2, are used
respectively to vary the microwave power incident on the cavity
by a known amount, and to make a suitable adjustment for this
change in the measured reflected signal. By tracking A2 against
A1, with a suitable conversion of units, an accurate saturation
curve can be plotted.
In this method of measuring the spin lattice relaxation
time a wide range of power output from the signal souse- is
necessary, '"he choice of klystrons satisfying this requirement
is wider at 3 cm, than 8 ran, operating wavelength, T>eteoting
systems are generally more noisy at the higher fremiency, nnd
all these considerations of cost, lack of power, and noisy
detection counterbalance any theoretical main in sensitivity due
to the use of a higher frequency spectrometer.
It 1s also shown in the block diagram that a balanced magic
tea is used to decouple the incident and reflected microwave
signals, and to facilitate the detection of the absorption
signal as a small power change over a normal zero power level.
To five better sensitivity superheterodyne detection is used,
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as the noise generated in semiconductor crystals at low
frequencies is appreciable. This becomes negligible at
frequencies of the order of tens of megacycles or higher^'1**).
'^he reflected signal from the cavity is mixed at a second
magic tee with another microwave signal from a local onclllator
operating at a frequency removed from the signal klystron by the
intermediate frequency# In this case the l,v, is h5 V-;/s, and
the detecting crystal output is at this frequency, fine® the
voltage produced at such a crystal is proportional to the
microwave power incident nn it i'or low signal voltages, i.e.
linear detection, the mean level of this detected signal is of
the order of the local oscillator power. The maximum voltage
change transmitted to the detector due to a resonance absorption
occurs when the bridge magic tee is correctly matched. Thus a
matched load is placed in the arm of the tee opposite to the
cavity arm. However if the V.C.'.R, of the cavity arm is very
close to unity, i.e, the cavity is close to critical coupling,
the absorption signal from the cavity might change the coupling
condition and distort the resonance line due to the change in
sign from an overcoupled to an undercoupled state. Control of
the matching of the bridge is arranged by including a sliding
stub tuner in one of the matched arms, and tuning the system to
ma-e it sensitive to the imaginary part of the suacept Ability
only.
Details of the microwave components and the associated




Prom the block diagram of the microwave and electronic
components, Figaro 1, and the photographs of the apparatus,
-iroires 2, 6, the design of the spectrometer ^nd its practical
arrangement can be seen. All commercially bought components
are listed in the Appendixj the other waveguide units wore
fabricated in the laboratory workshops from American slae
waveguide tubing No.16 with inner dimensions O.IOC in. x
O.iiOO in..
3.2. a) incut Circuit.
Signal Klystron.
A Varian X-13 reflex klystron was chosen as a suitable
high power output stable source. The mechanical tuning with
a micrometer head gives a wide freoueney ran*e from 8.2k?fc/s
to 12.hk?*o/s. depending on the matching of the load, the
power output from this source can vary from 200 row. to 550 m •
The electronic tuning range Is governed by the possible
voltage variation of the reflector voltage. The supply and
control circuits, together with the safety devices are shown
in Figure 3.
The reflector potential ie obtained from a stack of
120v. dry batteries,, thereby ensuring there is no unwanted
freouency modulation in the power output due to ripple in
this voltage supply. To operate the X.13 Klystron in the
3# mode a reflector voltage of about «"-8Cv. • it i respect to
I











the cathode is required, "but variation of this voltage over
the full range of this mode from 50Gv, to 670v, is made
available "by including a course and fine variable resistance
system* The current drain from these batteries is snail
depending only on the resistance of the control circuit. Also
shown in the Figure is a 6AL5 protective diode to ensure that
the reflector will not become positive with reapect to the
cathode, aa such an occurence can damage the :-lvstron, Tn
addition a m chemical relay is included in series with the
output of the resonator pov?er supply to cut off this suooly
should the reflector voltage fail,
A further s?*feguord against the introduction of any
undesirable 50 c/s frecuency modulation on the microwave
output is the use of a 6,3 volt *Ti-Fe battery for the klystron
heater sunniy, A battery charger was built into the nopa'-atus
so that the battery could be charged in situ,
The circuit of the -500v, resonator power suoply is shown
in Figure h and a full discussion of the design of this is
1 ft until the section on power supplies (3.3a)),
hen this klystron is being operated on the 3* mode
forced-air cooling must be supplied. The requirement of 30
cubic feat per minute was met by installing a large blower in
an adjoining building to the laboratory and running a ?{ in,





As the power output of the signal klystron depends on the
load presented to It "by the microwave line, a sliding stub
tuner is included. This consists of a variable capacitance
probe whose position and depth can be controlled to close
limits. Amplitude variation is effected by a micrometer ecre»
head operating a--ainrt a spring loaded plunder which protrudes
into the waveguide mounted on a moveable carriage# "he
position of this can be set by means of s vernier scale# or
finely adjusted by a acre?; mechanism. Thus, by adjustment of
the depth of insertion of the probe and the lateral position
along the wavegul ie, an optimum load can be achieved to give
any desired output from 200 raw. into a matched load to a
maximum of 550 mw.
C vlt; rvrequeno;y beter.
The cavity frequency meter used is a transmission cavity
type operating on the TK 112 mode# Tuning is controlled by a
micrometer head moving a plain disc to change the length of
the cavity, the range of tuning being 8,300 e/a to 10, 00! Vs#
The use of this with a crystal mount gives a measure of the
frequency of the microwave signal to m accuracy of part in
1C,;, by tuning for maximum crystal current#
Besides this use, the cavity also serves to give a
slight degree of <reouency stability, since any drift in
frequency from the frequency to which the wavemeters is tuned
would produce a reflected signal# This pulls the klystron
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"back to the resonance frequency and sets as a rough but
fairly effective form of stabilisation provided the '"-value
of the wpvemeter cavity is high enough.
Other uses of this meter ore that it gives a measure of
output power of th? aignal klystron and indicates any large
drifts in the klystron freouency, Tt also provides a means
of measuring approximately the o-value of the resonant cavity.
Isolator.
Any further frequency pulling by the load orescnted by
the microwave system to the signal klystron is avoided by
using o ferrite isolator between the co oon nt previously
described end the fi»et of the calibrated attenuators. This
isolator has a reverse attenuation of POdb, at an operating
frequency of 1,375 Kc/e.
Attenuators..
Two variable attenuators are included in this arm, one
of which is calibrated in steps of 1db. up to hOdb., and the
other is an accurately calibrated one with a large micrometer
head, hereafter referred to as A1. Settings of this
micrometer head can be read to an accuracy of O.OO? mm., which
is eonivalent to an accuracy of better than 0.005db, in the
attenuation. However the sensitivity of the spectrometer to
power level changes reduces this accuracy to 0,01 'b., and the
accuracy of the calibration charts is not known. This
attenuator gives a direct measure of changes of power Incident
on the cavity system.
30,
?5sglc Tee.
Thie tee is the centre of the microwave "bridge separating
the incident and reflected microwave power paths from the
cavity. Originally a tc fabricated in the laboratory work¬
shop was used "but latterly thie was replaced by a nhilip'e
Hybrid Tee milled from two blocks of metal which are
accurately pinned together. The decoupling between the input
end output arms (K- and H-arms) uner correct matching condit¬
ions"; ie better than hOdb, The original tees made in the
laboratory were supplied with tuning screws in the 3- and H-
errs at a sufficient distance from the junction to avoid any
asymmetry and at a distance of fA.g apart£jr means of
these the V.B.y.R. could be reduced to a minimum and the
decoupling to a maximum when the components were set up on a
teBt bench.
3.2.b) The Cavity Arm.
The components included in the cavity arm «nd the design
of the entrant waveguide will be treated later ( action 3#k.c),
where full consideration will be given to cryogenic requirements
It is sufficient here to state th- t changes in the load presented
to the mogic tee are critical and may be compensated for by the
inclusion of a sliding stub tuner in the arm of the bridge
opposite to the cavity arm. This can effectively change the
matching condition of the cavity giving some control of the
amplitude and phase balance of the bridge. It can be oeen from
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the visas! display on an oscilloscope of a paramagnetic
absorption signal by a wide 50 5/3 -agnatic ' ield ewee0
modulation that thir? sliding stab tun r position can be used to
control whether the refl cled signal le a function of the real
part or the imaginary part of the susceptibility.
A power monitor was inserted in this arm by means of a
1Gdb. directional coupler, and a crystal mount, The crystal
current is a measure of the power incident on the cavity, but
no absolute power measurements can be taken from this,
3.2,c) etecting System.
The reflected signal from the cavity is subject to further
attenuation in arm U of the brdige magic tee. This precision
attenuator A2 is the same type as that described as A1 in the
signal klystron am, and the accuracy of setting is of the same
order of magnitude (better than 0.005db for any setting
depending on the sensitivity of the spectrometer to power level
changes). This attenuator gives a measure of the reflected
power from the cavity and any change in the incident power by
varying attenuator A1 gives a corresponding change in the
reflected pernor, which can be compensated for by a change in
the attenuation A2» The detailed description of the use of
these attenuator settin s Is given in Section h.3.
Local Oscillator,
As indloated in Section 3,1 superheterodyne detection la
used. An spglish Electric K.302 klystron serves as a
Pig.5.L.OKlystronowerSupply.
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suitable local oscillator. Operating with a load * Wr«R.
close to unity this klystron has a power output of 30 rnw.,
and requires no forced air cooling. A micrometer screw head
gives a very easy and accurate mechanical tuning of the
microwave output. The electronic tuning range is 30 Me/s
and the reflector voltav© control circuit shown in Pir-ure 3
is similar to t hat of the signal klystron. Fo s afety devices
were included. As for the signal klystron the reflector
potential is taken from a stack of 120v, dry cells, and the
heater is run from a 6, 3v. ifi-Fe battery, both systems being
used to avoid any unwanted ripple on the output microwave
signal. The resonator power is suopl^ d by the -350v. power
unit shown in Figure 5. Prior to the purchase of this
klystron a 723A/B reflex klystron was used as a local
oscillator, but the new klystron gives improved frequency
stability, s necessary condition if there is to be no X.F.
drift.
Attenuator.
A variable attenuator is inserted between the local
oscillator klystron and the mixing magic tee to control the
level of newer detected in the semiconductor crystal. A 30db,
variation in power is obtained by moving the attenuator vane
across the waveguide, the movement being governed by an




The magic tea used to mix the reflected signal from
the cavity and the local oscillator po er is of the post and
iris tyoe, "being fabricated in the laboratory workshops from
standard waveguide tubing. The dimensions were taken from
those given in volunsea of the Radiation Laboratory
Series^1 To facilitate adjustment of the isolation
properties nnd V,S,TJR. under matched conditions tuning screws
are included in the K- and H-arms of this tee. Two capooitiv-
screws placed §X— apart arc sufficient to tunc oat moot
a
unwanted reflections, but these screws h d to be su iiciently
far away from the junction of th arms of th toe to avoid
any any metry due to their presence. The other two arms
of the tee are terminated by a switched load and crystal
detector both with a V,£,W.R. clone of unity.
Isolator.
To avoid any possible leakage of local oscillator
power into the cavity arm an isolator, similar to the on©
in the signal klystron arm, is included in the section of
the microwave bridge between the two magic tees, i.e, next
to the calibrated attenuator A2. Thin presents POdb,
reveres attenuation to any unwanted power.
3U»
' eflect 1on1esa Los<3,
The reflectionless loads were fabricated in the
laboratory from tapered sections of soft pin© rood, These
fish-tail loads wore inserted into a or waveui<$• ond
.
an optimiam position of the load could be found to give a
rn in irnum V, S .',R,
Crystal fount.
The original crystal mounts used are modelled on a type
described in reference (bS) and wore manufactured in the
workshops. These are furnished with two f\ cnpacitive
o
tuning screws end a variable shorting plunger, and designed
to take a Cr3-B detecting crystal. Latterly, the
detecting unit was replaced by a custom built Philips
adjustable crystal holder, This incorporates the same
features as the original mounts, but has easier adjustment
for a food V,8,W,R, i.e. lees than 1,05 at the operating
frequency. The semiconducting crystal used in this mount is
a 1H23 crystal (or a B.T.H, 0S3-A),
3.3. Alignment of ?• etched Loads. Crystal founts •• d ■ ogle -~'ers
using ^eat' Pench.''"'1
Using a 723A/B klystron tun d to e frequency clone to
7373 Mc/c. each of the above compon nts from the spectrom/ter
were coupl d in turn to the teat line and adjusted 1'or a
minimum voltage standing wave ratio, A attenuator and cavity
wsvemeter were included in the test bench to a djunt the power
and to monitor the frequency.
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The reflectionless loads were first adjusted for minimum
V,8.<7,R, and the position of the wooden fish-tail pegs set with
wax, Tach crystal mount was then tuned "by means of the
capacitive screws and the variable shorting plunger for the
same condition. Any change in the operating frecueney of the
spectrometer or in the characteristics of the crystals could
easily be accommodated by s small variation in the position of
the plunger,
"hen the magic te s were tuned the actual conditions of
use in the spectrometer were applied, i.e, either a matched
load or a crystal mount was connected to arms 1 and 2 as
required. The tuning screws on the ?.» and H-arm - ere then
adjusted for a minimum standing wave ratio. By U3lng another
crystal mount the isolation property of the K- and H-arms of
the tec could be measured.
For each of the reflectionless loads a VW%F, of less
than 1,035 was achieved, and for the crystal mounts, the V,8.'",R«
is less than 1,05, ith the magic tees the H-arm could be
tuned to better than 1,03 but with the H-arms could only be
tfined to a V,0,w,r, of about 1,2,
3»h, The CryoBtat.
As the actual transfer of liquid helium into the cryostat
takes pi ce at the liquifier the whole cryostst has to be easily
detachable from the rest of the apparatus. The cryostat is
shown in Figure 6 and a schematic diagram, Figure 7, is also
















Pig. 7. Cryostat (schematic).
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3«lua) 01 ass rew3rs.
A doubie-dewar system is used, and this presents a problem
as the maximum air gap in the magnet was 2 -r*; in, (*>%.7h m-,),1 o
Into this space four thio'-nesses of glass with interspaces
between each has to "be fitted, and the din- eter of the Inner
surface of the helium dewar has to he gre ter - han 31 mm, if
the cavity and tuning mechanism are to he ace or: adoted, Thus
the accuracy of construction of the lower section of the dowars
is very critical. The upper dewnr sections are not restricted
in thickness or diameter, however, as will be seen in the
schematic drawing* Konax gloss is used throughout.
^he 1 lonicl helium aewar. nimenslone.
Tail - Wall thickness 0,5 ^nm.
Inner Wall 3U,5 mm. 0,!>,
Outer Wall 37# 5 'mm, 0,1),
Length 20 cm.
I'ain Body - Wall thickness 1-2 mm.
Inner Wall 55»5 mm, 0,0,
Outer Wall 60,0 ram, 0,0,
Overall length 70,5 cm.
Capacity 1 litre.
The uoper 12,5 cm, of this dew-^r is single walled with a
rim (0,5 cm,) at the top, A braes collar with a Gteoo ring
cushion io siiooed over the dawar and els oped to the top plate
by three DBA screws, the upper surface of the rirn butting onto
another Qaco ring. The double walled section of the dewnr is
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silvered except for two diametrically opposite vertical strips
(I in. wide) for observation purposes. This dewar is left
slightly soft (5 -n« air pressure) to facilitate pre-cooling,
"hen filled with liquid heliu this air in the interspace
solidifies an* thus the^e is no lose in efficiency as heat
insulation is maintained. As Monax glass is slightly permeable
to helium it is necessary to repump this dewar after ten or
twelve runs.
Liquid Air newsr. " intensions.
Tail - '"all thlckaese 0.5 m.
This dewar is aupoorted by a wire cage which fits round a
raised section of the dewar about 10 cm, from the top. The
upp<r ends of the cage pass through three holes in the top
plate and are held by knurled nuts. Thus a fine adjustment of
the clearance between the two dewars can readily be achieved.
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3«k.b) Construction of the Cryostet Read.
The top plate of the oryootat io a brass plate
8 in. x 6 in. x I in. which is clanped by four DBA w;nged nuts
to a "Handy Angle" frente which spans the rails for the magnet
trolley. The two supporting members of this frame protrude 6 in
in front of the main frame, and are fixed at a height of about
5 feet from the floor. Thus, the dewara can be fitted in situ
nd the whole cryostat assembly can be lowered directly into
oosition over the four DBA screws. These lao act as levelling
screws, A section of brass tube 2§ in. 1.71, x I- in. thick is
fitted into the top plate with its vertical axis through the
centre of the plate and protruding 1, in. down from the lower
side of the plate. This part under the pi te acts as a guide
when fitting the inner dewsr, A brass ring, 3,' iu. 0,!),# io
soldered to the top of the brass tube and a brass plate (the
top-cap), of the 8»me diameter and stepped for a Oaco ring is
clamped to thin ring by six 2BA screws, This gives a vacuum
tight seal and the top-cap acts as a support for the waveguide
assembly and other fittings.
Because of the necessity to recover all the helium gas,
the helium circuit must be a closed one. The whole circuit
(and pumping system) io shown in Figure 8, A 1 in, copper tube
inserted into the side of the section of 2f in, 1,71. x 1 in.
brass tub' serves both as a direct helium gas return line to
the storage balloon, and bb a pumping line should an operating
temperature below the boiling point be required. Included in
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this line from the cryostat are a 1 in. ^sunder*n valve used to
seal o f the cryostat when it is carried to and from the
liau'fier, an1 a screw couplinn where the cryostat can be
Usconnected from the line. On the fixed aide of this coupling
there is a double bellows system, the hello s being in the
vertical arms of a U-shaped section to ovoid on 1 tor- 1 null on
the cryostat as they contract on reducing the pressure in the
system. They also prevent any vibrations from the ournp aide
of the line bein? transmitted to the cryoetat. The bellows
section leads into a T-junction between the ! in. helium gas
return line to the storage balloon and the a in 2 in. pumping
line, each line being fitted with a Oaunder*s valve. To give a
fine control of the pumping speed a needle valve is included,
by-oasolng the large 2 in. valve through a length of 6 mm.
Cu-Bi tubing. Into this tubing is set a T-section giving entry
to the line for a rotary vacuum pump used in the evacuation of
the system prior to a helium run. This pumping line includes
n valve and a liou'd air trap,
A second entry into the side of the main brass tub© in the
cryostst head leads to a mercury manometer. This r?!eaeures the
vapour orea a are of the helium gas above the helium ] touid 1' vel
and is used to determine the operating temperature, the
relationship between pressure and temper ture being given in a
table from Physics*-'4^. Small changes in pressure are read on
a differential butyl phthalate manometer connected in parallel
with the mercury manometer. As this entry to the uryostat also
bo.
serves rr b return line for the helium gas boil- d off during a
lieu id helium transfer, It Is made of double called 1u-Ni
tubing.
A heater of insulated fureka, 52 0 wire is wound on the
bottom of the waveguide section in the dewar, this being used
to spe d up the bolllnm off of any liquid helium left at the
end of a run, The leads from this oass uo the outside of the
waveguide and are brought out through n third tube in the side
of the brass tube in th~ eryontat head, fovar seals are used to
give a vacuum tight eon-ection.
There ore several entries to the cryostat through the
too-esn besides the waveguide entry through its centre which Is
described in feetion 3.b.c),
Turing the transfer of liquid helium the transfer tube
passes through a 1 in. threaded Ou-Ni entry. This transfer
tube must pass well down into the dewar, and as a guide for it
a length cf Cu-Wi tubing was soldered to the side of the
waveguide, Normally this entry is sealed off by a rubber
stopper and, should any over-pressure build up inside the aem>-#
this will blow off and act ao a safety valve.
The second opening in the to-)—cap ir used ao an exit tube
for 10 co. liquid air reservoir of Cu-Ni tubin -, The bottom of
this reservoir is 'tied* to the entrant waveguide at a point
16 cm. below the to-wcap, thereby fixing the temperature at
that point. This means th t the thermal gradient along the
section of waveguide above the liquid helium level is decreased
hi*
and liquid helium is conserved. Thin devioe will he most
effective when the liquid heliu level is low, "but in practice
It did not appreciably increase the running time, The design
was based on data given in reference (50),
""he third opening is for the -^1 in. stainless steel tuning
rod of the cavity tuning mechanism. This rod passes through a
Onco disc held down by a screw cap, A knurled knob is clamped
to the rod to facilitate tuning.
As stated the whole cryostat head has to be disconnected
and oarried to the helium lloulfier for fill in "'he actual
transfer is very economical, approximately 230 litres of helium
gas at N.T.P, being expended to cool the cr.-octet system from
liquid air temperature and the transfer tube from room
temperature, and a further h?0 litres being expended in the
actual transfer, Running time ie adequate, being upward of
twelve hours depending on operating temperature and changes in
operating temperature,
3«R.c) veguide Assembly and Thin-walled Waveguide,
The r,"~plane waveguide bend leading from the microwave
bridge enters cryostat through a bush consisting of a 1 in,
length of standard British waveguide set in the centre of the
top-cap. The internal dimensions of this are the same as the
external dimensions of the waveguide leading into the cryostat.
To reduce the heat leak in the cryoatat it Is necessary to
use waveguide other than the normal brass type fo*' the length
inside the dewar, A length of waveguide of 0,01? in, -oil
US,
thickness, drawn from Cu-?ii tubing, is used by fitting this
with a brass collar at the top to bring its outside dimensions
up to the normal waveguide size. Then this section and the
len^rth of the T-plnne bend protruding into the cryoctet are
butted together under another collar of British waveguide. The
whole assembly is soft soldered. Thus only the top 2 in, of
waveguide inside the cryostat was of the normal brass tyoe, the
rest of the length to th- cavity being of thin-wailed Cu-Wl
waveguide. This reduces the possible heat leak by a factor of
about 20, but some sacrifice is made for this in that the Oti-Ni
waveguide does not have so accurately rectangular dimensions as
the normal brass tube. The cavity is soldered directly on to
the bottom of the thin-walled waveguide.
Since liquid helium is allowed to enter the cavity and
the thin-walled waveguide, a vac m seal must be included
somewhere outside the oryostat head. Another requirement is
that the waveguide must be readily detachable »hen the cryostot
is removed to be fiilod. These requirements ere et by the
insertion of a thin mica window clamp'd between the Oaeo rings
in two plane-faced waveguide couplers close to th© bend in the
waveguide at the ton-cap, and the inclusion of a length of
Sander's flexible waveguide coupled to the cryostat asae bly by
means of a quick-release spring clamp. This also serves to
prevent any vibrations and microphonics from be in?? transmitted
to the microwave bridge.
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A fine tuning mechanism is also included in the cryostat
assembly, requiring another vacuum seal. This is a 1 in,
diameter quarts rod pasting through a hole in the broad face of
waveguide bend into the ton-cap, right down the inside of the
waveguide end Into the cavity through the coupling hole. At
the top of the waveguide bend a brass block is soldered in
oosition, this block being threaded and s seat cut in it for a
Oaco hat-gland. The quartz rod passes through this hat-gland
and the screw which clamps the hat-gland in position, th" rod
being cemented to another screw to ensbl^ it to be raised or
loured as reouired. The whole ansembl constitutes a ^ood
vacuum seal,
3,5. The .resonant Cavity.
A prime consideration in the design of the cavity is the
space available inside the tail of the helium dewar, the inner
surface diameter being about 33 cm. The inclusion of a tuning
mechanism cuts this down still further and some clearance has
to be left to allow liquid helium to pass into the small
reservoir under the cavity, 1th all these considerations in
mind the cavity resonator was designed using the data given in
references (51) and (52),
3.5.a) resign.
It was felt a cylindrical cavity would be easier to
fabricate, ©nd with the diameter, T)t being fixed to less than
30 mm, ond the len -th of the res on tor, t, equal to one guide
hii,
wavelength the choie© of operating point on the ode
Chart^1^^ ^ was limited. It was obvious tint a cylindrical
cavity with a 011 normal mode would be too large, this being
the cavity which requires minimum volume for a given '-value
and resonant wavelength. Thus the cavity chosen mur.t have a
limited o-value. The TT? 111 mode was chosen as the one
satisfying the special requirenrn a and the one le^st likely to
give trouble from degenerate modes,
The fundamental equation from which the mode chart is
derived Is
(f!))2 = A ♦ Bn2^)^
where
f a frequency in Me/s,
T> a diameter of oavity in inches.
L « length of oavity in inches,
n » number of half wavelengths along the cylinder axis.
A » a constant depending on the mode, involving the
corresponding root of a Bess©! function.
B a a constant depending on the velocity of e. waves
in the dielectric.
As the cavity was to be tunable about a centre frequency
of 9375 ^c/b., the ratio (£•) was chosen to satisfy special
conditions so that no unwanted mod© of oscillation would be
"D 2
included in the tuning range. fuch a value for (|-)fc was O.h
giving o diameter of 0,830 in, and a length of 1,315 in, for a
working frequency of 9375 Me/a, As this cavity has only one
closed loon of r,f. magnetic field, the regions of maximum
Pig. 9. Cavity (photograph and schematic).
/
U5.
magnetic field occur in the centre of the top ©nd bottom faces#
Thus the sample need only "be placed on the bottom or* cavity to
be in a centre of at*imam r,f. magnetic field, it being fixed in
position with nail varnish, The normal-mode field epilations
arc given in reference (52),
3»5»b) 'ons traction.
The values worked out above for the diameter and 1 ngth of
the cavity were for a cavity in air, and allow nee h?d to be
made for the dielectric medium being liquid heliara (dielectric
constant = 1,Ob8 at the boilin>; point) and for any contraction
in the dimensions due to a reduction in the temperature, f uoh
changes of resonant frequency were within the tuning range.
The construction of the cavity is in the form of two
cylindrical cups turned out to close tolerance from 1 In, brass
stock and screw cut to form a right cylinder of variable len th,
(Figure 9). This method of joining the two sections of the
cavity does not greatly increase the losses in the walls. The
inner surfaces are silvered and polished tor educe the skin
depth which is included in the mode-shape factor i-. TreatA
care was taken in th manufacture to avoid any work stresses
bein? set up in the walls.
The final dimensions chosen are;-
Internal diameter
Maximum length












Tuning "by changing the length of the resonator ia arranged
"by a geared drive from the stainless ateel rod, extending from
the cryostat top-cap through four small he«rings soldered to
the entrant waveguide. On this ia mounted a email gear wheel
which drives a larger wheel sllpoed over the loer h«lf of the
cavity giving a reduction drive of 1 to 5. tope are suo>lied
at both ends of the driving wheel. Th? tuning ran -0 achieved
by thia is 500 Mc/s. about a centre frequency of *350 "c/s. For
a reduction in temperature from room temperature to h°K., and
for a change in dielectric medium fro air to liquid helium,
the change in resonant frequency is about 160 I'c/n which ia well
within the tuning range. Because of the length of the driving
rod, the torque which can be applied to the cavity is limited.
Thus the screw thread on the cavity has to be reasonably loose.
However it should not be too free, since the pressure from the
tuning mechanism may tilt the bottom half of the cavity, giving
a change in matching conditions of the cavity arm. This can
lead to a spurious resonance.
U7*
For fine tuning an I in, quarts* rod i fitted through the
"-plane bend at the top of the cryostst and passing through the
cavity coupling hole to penetrate into tlv oavity to a maximum
depth of 0,6 in,, as described in Section 3,b.c). The
sensitivity of this tuning io h Fc/a per turn of quartz rod
giving an overall range of CO Ua/e which is slightly greater
than the electronic tuning range of the klystron used. The
coupling hole Is cut to accommodate thie rod and prevent any
excessive lateral movement of the section inside the cavity,
3»5.c) Coupling and ^-Yglue.
The whole cavity seeenfctly is ooldred on to the end of the
thin-walled waveguide section, with a 0,01 in, plate in between
the two parts. The coupling hole was cut in this plate. The
cavity mode is excited from the end of the w-veguide via an
iris, a type of coupling which is largely •-agnatic, the electric
vectors in the waveguide end in thf cavity being pol■rised in
the same direction. Because of a slight nay: retry which
occurred somewhere in the cavity construction trouble wao
experienced from a doubly-degen rate node. To oplit those modes
completely and remove the unwanted mo e away from the operating
region, the coupling hole in the thin plate was cut ae a narrow
slot about in, long and mounted in direction parallel to the
H-plane of the entrant waveguide. The size of the slot was the
final variable in the choice of the optimium coupling value.
The si^e of hole was gradually increased and, by displaying the
ka,
cavity response on the oscilloscope, the cavity dip was
observed to increase an the hoi© wa3 enlarged (undercoupled
state) until it reached a maximum at critical coupling, and
then diminish again (overeoupied state). Because the cavity
becomes more strongly overcounted as the temperature Is
reduced, due to a decrease in the looses and a corresponding
increase in the ^-value, the selection of th coupling at
room temperature was no criterion. Trial showed that
satisfactory results were obtained with a slightly unaercoupled
cavity at room temperature. The sliding stub tuner in the
only available external control of the coupling, Unwanted
effects could also arise if the top plate of the cavity was too
thick. To avoid this the top surface was turned down to about
0.02 in, giving a total thickness at the coupling hole of about
0,03.In, The actual coupling factor and 0-value of the cavity
can be measured by inserting a Standing '"are Tndic tor in the
cavity arm of the microwave bridge, A full treatment of
such measurements is given in references (53) and (5k),
From the dimensions of the cavity, the skin depth of the
pistin- medium, and the resonant frequency, the expected
0-value was worked out from eouationc given in reference (51),
This was found to be of the order of 100,000 but such a value
cannot be achieved in practice.
By measurement it was found that*-
At Room Temperature -
Loaded Q a 3,500
Unloaded 0 a 5,700
» £ - 0. 52$ - ~ - undereouol'"-d state.
At Helium Temperatures -
Loaded 0 =s 6,500
Unloaded o a 10,000
'vW'.R, m p at 0,5*1 a r - overeouoled state.
3.6. The -agnet.
"'1th a spectrometer designed to operate in the X-band at a
frequency in the region of 9375 Mc/s, a d,c, magnetic field of
approximately 3,500 gauss is required for the geeman splitting
tu»■*
of the energy levels. Such a magnet was designed lnAlaboratory
in collaboration with Newport Instruments TJriter? ' Ugure ).
Thin has since been developed as their standard .-type 7 in,
magnet.
Dimensions!-
outside length of Yoke » 23 in. x 23 in.
Cross-nection of Yoke = 7 in. x 31 in.
diameter of Pole Pieces « 7 in.
(lap width = 2 ^ in.
"eight of magnet and mount « 11 cwts.
CroGG-GOction of rectangular wire - 0,05 in. x 0.015 in,
Uo, of turns per coil ss 1850
Resistance of coil in series » 12 ohms
Power dissipation in coils 300 watte




The magnet is mounted on a trolley which wan made in the
laboratory, aa was the rest of the mount, and x'una on a set of
k in, angle iron rails, as the om magnet has to serve three
experimental stations. The yoke ..a supported on a cradle at an
angle of U5° to the vertical, the whole asaa bly rotating on a
ball-race about a vertical axis through the centre of the magnet
gap. The outer rim to the ball-race is graduated in degrees so
that any angle of the ragnet relative to the forward position
can easily b© act.
3,6,b) Ifgnraent,
The magnet was assembled in the labor tory according to the
manufacturers instructions. The mechanical alignment wae
checked by testing the pole faces for parallelism, and by
adjustment and measurement with a clock gauge, they were
finally adjusted to parallelism v/ithin an accuracy of O.GOGU in,
3.6,c) weep Coils,
Two nairs of sweep coils hove been used. These are mounted!
on the pole caps and screwed to the outside f ceo of the main
coil bobbins. The original pair were wound in the laboratory
on brass bobbins using 2,900 turns of 2 "i insulated copper
wire, and an insul ting layer of paper on each bobbin. These
proved to be too noisy acoustically and were a source of
microphonics.
51.
The Newport Company made new coils with 3,50' turns (Ml
each on bakelite formers, A current of 0.2 amps through these
colls connected in parallel gives a modulation field of 50
gauss at 50 e/e,
3»6.d) £gger fnasiv.
Originally the magnet current was drawn from a bank of
twelve 12v. lead-acid accusal tors. These ceils could be used
as two banks of 75''• each, or so one of 150v., the current being
controiled by a series of rhoestats in series with the magnet
coils. The batteries were charged by a built in rectifier at
currents up to 6 amps,, and could be trickle-charged while in
use. This system suffered from the disadvantage that the
magnet current was nevf r steady due to the fall off in battery
voltage, unless operating under a trickle-charge condition,
"ven thin was unsatisfactory due to the large heat capacity of
the colls, the field drift being estimated as 0,5 gauno/mln,
These batteries were replaced a few months ago by two
stabilised supply unite, Newport Tnstru onto United, Type B,
^he current stability claimed for these is 1 part in W4, or a
field ripple of 0,5 gauss peak-to-peak, and they give continuous
variation with both a course and a fine control over the full
range of current from 0 to 12 amps. As these have a stabilised
output the rriagn t current is independent of the change in the
resistance of the coils when warming up.
Fig. 10. Magnetic Field Homogeneity Graph,
52.
3.6.e) Homogeneity.
The magnetic field homogeneity was checked using a
nuclear magnetic resonance method by Lowe^"^t the unit being
built in the laboratory by Mr I«M, Firth. The loveuble probe
consists of a small coil immersed in Glycerol fed from a
variable oscillator, and the freouenc of the oscillator is
adjusted until the nuclear magnetic resonance line anpeare on
the oscilloscope. By examining the frenuency variation for
movements of the prob< vertically and horizontally along the
magnetic axis, and across the magnet gap, the magnetic
homo eneity can be plotted. Figure 10 shows the homogeneity
plot for points vertically below the centre of the magnet gao
in a plane parallel to the pole faces and equidistant from
each. Field differences of 0*25 gauss could be detected by
this unit, but these results were taken with the battery
power supply. Assuming better stability with the stabilised
power supply, the field drift across the gap along the centre
axis of the pole pieces will be better than 2 gauss, i.e.
better than 0.35 gauss over the sample, and the homogeneity
at the centre of the gap within a sohere of radium 2 cm, will
not be worse than 0,5 gauss.
53#
3t7, 'i£a^n^,2fj^crg^ and Electronic rnlpment.
Initially thought was riven to the mounting of both
waveguide components and electronic units, taking Into account
the space available and the ease of access required for each
component. As it was felt easy servicing of electronic units
without removing them from the apparatus would "be inquired,
all circuits are "built on plates of tinned-iron or aluminium
and mounted vertically on a rack constructed of "Handy Angle",
If necessary, each unit can readily "be ©moved for any major
rebuilding, This rack also serves as a base for the mounting
of the microwave bridge, this "being held "by brass clamps
screwed to a wooden top deck, fmall adjustments of height
can be accommodated by flexibility in th-so clamps,
The actual layout of electronic units on the rack was
considered, and all power supplies are mounted on the rear
00 they require no attention in the normal course of events.
The other unite are mounted with all controls and components
to the front and valves to the back of the plates. Careening,
-here necessary, could easily be effected by fixing boxes
or plates to each unit to cover all components and wiring.
Other items, such as H,T. batteries and Ni-Fe heater batteries




Bach supply has been built for different operating
voltages and currents depending on the requirements of their
corresponding loads, but the same basic design in used in each.
This includes a mains transformer, a valve rectifier and a
conaenser-chok® input filter followed by a negative feed-back
d,c, regulator. The current handling requ re onto determine
the number of series valves used, though latterly one 12F.1 valve
has been preferred to s stack of SL8h valves. The actual
current control in the supply is determined by the grid voltage
of fch e© valves. The d,c, amplifier consists of a balanced-
input difference amplifier cascaded by another difference
amplifier with its grid fixed at some reference voltage. The
output voltage can be no more stable than the stability of the
reference voltage, but a gas-discharge tube is adecuate, The
supply end of the anode resistor of the last stage of the d,c,
amplifier is connected to the unstabilised aide of the current
control valve, thereby ensuring a reasonable gain for this
stage when the grid voltage is close to the cathode voltage.
In each power supply a variable resistance is included in the
potential divider for fine tuning of the outout voltage about
the optimum design voltage. The noise voltage on the output
supply when operating under normal loading conditions is less
than 2rav. r,m«o, in all cases.
55.
The power pricks included in the apparatua are?-
(1) 0 to - 500v.; anode-cathode voltage for the Varian X-13
signal klystron (Figure U). This was tho moot
troublesome to develop due to the high voltage ratings
demanded of the components.
(2) 0 to - 350v,; anode-cathode voltage for the local
onciliator klystron (Figure 5).
(3) 0 to + ?50v.• H.T. voltage for the T.p. Amplifier and
the modified strip used as a pre-ampllfier for the
A.P.O. circuit.
(h) 0 to - 600v.; H.T, voltage for the single valve d.e*
amplifier in the A.F.G. circuit. ' is has a further
ta oping for a 0 to - 30Gv. output.
3.8,b) T.F, Amplifier.
The choice of intermediate frequency was determined
mainly by the availability of a modified "Pye" television
amplifier with a 10" bandwidth centred on U5 !1c/s, The circuit
consists of a low impedance input and five stages of stagger-
tuned amplification^ ^ using FF50 centodes, followed by a
diode detector (FA50) and a low impedance cathode follower
output (KP50)» Current jacks were added ro that the
detecting crystal current from the microwave bridge, and
the second detector current from the . amplifier can be
monitored by means of two millions inters. The overall gain
is controlled by the addition of both a course and a fine
control of the grid potential of the first four amplifying
stages, using a 9v. grid-bias battery, and a screen grid
potential control on the lost three stages of amplification,
the latter being necessary due to the relatively sharp cut-off
in the valve characteristics. The gain of the amplifier
is estimated as greater than 30db, at the saturation point,
A large 50c/b ripple occurred on the output of the
I,P. amplifier when the heater current woe drawn from a
6,3v. transformer. This was replaced Initially by a bank
of Kl-Fe cells and finally by an Advance Component* 6,3v,
d,c, supply. The H.T, is supplied by a + 250v, power unit,
the current drain being approximately 100mA, Under proper
operating conditions the amplifier output contains less
than 5'v, peak-to-pea'- 5>0o/s ripple, and the high frequency






3.8-c) Automatic Frequency Control
The essence of superheterodyne detection is that the local
oscillator output must he 1+5 Mo/o lean, or greater than that of
the signal klystron output, otherwise the i,p# output level
varies. The signal klystron is tuned to the resonant frequency
of the cavity and is relatively stable. Thus any drift in the
I,F» is due to a change in output frequency of the local
oscillator. Control of this ie by apnlying a correction voltage
to the reflector of this klystron.
At the input to the i,p, amplifier, part of the signal is
taken nut and fed into another modified "Pye" atrip with the
some centre frequency as the signal amplifier. Only the first
five stages of stagger-tuned amplification are used, with gain
controls similar to those on the I,F, strip. The output is
taken from the tun d load on the final stag© and fed into the
discriminator shown in Figure 11, The two resonant circuits in
the discriminator are tuned to resonate at frequencies one above
and one below the correct Intermediate frequency, and the d,c,
potentials develooed across the diode output condensers have
magnitude and sign depending on the difference between the inout
frequency and the correct intermediate freaueney
(51)
These voltages a"© fed into the grid of a d,e, triode amplifier
whose anode potential is variable about the reflector potential,
""he output from this amplifier is then fed to the reflector by
means of a multi-pole ganged switch.
58.
Position 1 is used to adjust the reflector and control
output voltages to the same value with no signal "being fed into
the discriminator. In position 2 the control loop is "broken,
and a low freouency saw-tooth sweep is applied to either the
signal or oscillator klystron reflectors. This is giving a
frequency sweep of the output of the microwave "bridge and shows
on the oscilloscope the B-shaped correction curve at the
discriminator output (Figure 12c). The frequency separation of
the peaks of this curve is about 3 Mc/s, and the peak-to-*>Qak
voltage can "be controlled "by the gain of the pre-amplifier. At
position 3 the control circuit is complete, and if the
potentials have "been set up correctly, the operating freouency
will be the centre frequency of the I.P. amplifier,
3.9, ' cope hispiay and valve Voltmeter.
Frequency modulation of the output of either klystron is
achieved "by the application through an R-C circuit of a low
frequency saw-tooth sweep voltage t > the klystron reflector.
This sweep is not large enough to present the whole mode of the
signal klystron on the oscilloscope, but the display of the
centre of the mode is sufficient for lining up the klystron
frequency to the resonant frequency of the cavity. Visual
presentation of the whole mode for the thesis (Figure 12a) was
by a larger peak-to-peak 50c/s sinusoidal voltage which swept
through the full mode twice in every cycle. The saw-tooth sweepi
was large enough to display the whole looal oscillator mode.
a) X-13 klystron mode
display showing matched
cavity dip and smaller
wavemeter dip.
t>) I.P. Amplifier Response
Curve showing cavity dip.
s,li,;p- ^m,pl^er„eespo??e D.p.p.h. ResonancCurv and A.P.O. Correction at room temperatureCurve, K *
Figure 12
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"hen the klystrons are operating at constant reflector voltage
the coupling condenser is connected to earth to provide R-c
integration at the reflector. This prevents any unwanted
voltage instability affecting the output freoueney.
All observations are made at the detect in;? output crystal
ana typical examples are shown in Figure 12,
(a) The reflected pattern from the cavity arm is displayed for
the whole klystron mode using a 50c/s sinusoidal sweep on the
reflector of the signal klystron, T is shows a dip for the
matched cavity and a smaller dip due to the wavemeter cavity
resonance. The sharpness of the main dip Is an indication of
the Q-value of the cavity,
(b) The I,F, amplifier response curve with the cavity dip in
the centre is shown here, the synchronised sweep being applied
to the signal klystron. Thus the second detector current will
be a minimum when the cavity dip is in the centre of the
response curve,
(c) This is the display of the I,F, amplifier response curve
and the A,F,C, output on a double-beam oscilloscope with the
synchronised saw-tooth sweep applied to the local oscillator
reflector. The peok-to-peak value of the A,F,C. curve is
hOv.
(d) The video display of a large D.P.P.tf, sample (101c spins)
is achieved by applying a large amplitude 50c/s magnetic
modulation on the sweep colls of the magnet. A phase shifter
and ^-modulation of the oscilloscope trace is used in this
display.
60.
A valve voltmeter is used as the monitor of the intensity
of the absorption signal daring the actual sequence of runs.
It is essential that the power level be the same in each run,
under the same conditions of input power and attenuation in the
detecting arm and local oscillator power, if the results are to
be co-related. The actual adjustments of the two calibrated
attenuators are such that the came reading on the valve
voltmeter is achieved at all settings, i.e. any increase in the
incident power is compensated for by an increase in the





The main work for this thesis has "been the study of the
temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time of
sample 1)29 as described in Section 2.8, The temperature rang©
covered has been from h.2°K. down to our lowest attainable
temperature of 1. i7°k.
This Chapter is a report on the performance and
sensitivity of the apparatus, the details of the setting-up
procedure and the results obtained. The concluding Section
outlines future studies and developments possible with this
apparatus.
U.1. neuromotor ensStivity.
To determine the sensitivity of the spectrometer resonance
experiments were carried out with a crystalline sample of the
standard free radical marker D.P.P.H. (diohenyloicrylhydrazil)
which has a g-value of 2.0036 and a line width of 2,7 muss.
A series of samples were made up in the laboratory with free
spin concentrations from 1018 down to 2 x spins, all in
the form of closed perspex pill-boxes with central holes of
diameter 1mm, or 2mm. The sample used to calibrate the
1 ft
apparatus at room temperature contained about 2 x 10 coins.
62.
The main factor limiting the sensitivity is th© inherent
noise in the I.p. amplifier. Most of the 50o/s noi3© was
removed by running the valve heater from a 6,3v. d,o» supply,
but not all the r.f. noise components could be removed by
connecting a low-pass R.C. filter across the amplifier output.
Other considerations in calculating the sensitivity ore the
Q-value of the cavity, saturation effects, crystal noise and
microphonics. *?ith experience in setting up and operating the
apparatus, many of these < ffects can be minimised.
*
In the experimental estimation of the sensitivity th©
e.P.P.H. sample containing 101® spina is placed in the region
of maximum r.f. magnetic field in the cavity, and the resonance
is displays on the oscilloscope by means of a 50c/a magnetic
field modulation (Figure 12d). The signal to noise ratio is
measured with a i*Odb, calibrated attenuator and has the value
of 25?1, care being taken to avoid saturation. Thus the
16
sensitivity of the system for D.P.P.H. is about 8 x 10 spins
at 300°K. At helium temperatures the sensitivity will be
enhanced by the larger difference in the populations of the
electronic energy levels (Section 2.2), and the above figures
would indioate the minimum number of detectable spins as
1.3 x 101^ at b»2°K, A value slightly better than this can be
expected due to the increase in th® Q-value of the cavity with
decrease in temperature. For a paramagnetic sample other than
63.
d,?,p.h» the spectrometer sensitivity may be stated asj-
h x 101l*^H spins at U.2°K,
where AH is the line width (in gauss) of the specimen under
consideration. This is not high by spectrometer standards but
is adequate for the studies undertaken,
U.2, a 1 i,-airiient ?rocedure.
In order to attain maximum stability the klystron and
associated electronics are switched on at least one hour prior
to taking any readings. The alignment procedure Is ss follows:*
1) Apply the voltage sweep to the reflector of the signal
klystron and observe by detection on the a.P.O. that the
resonant cavity dip is in the middle of the klystron mode.
2) Tune the cavity wavemeter to resonanoe and observe the
wavemeter cavity dip superimposed on the main cavity dip.
3) The local oscillator klystron and I.P. amplifier are
switched on. Adjust the reflector potential (or the mechanical
ton in , i: nscecfi-'sry) the klytrrv-- no ill the I.?,
response carve is obtained. The resonant cavity dip should be
in the centre of t he response curve.
k) Adjust the sliding stub tuner until the cavity dip is a
maximum, i.e. to critical coupling.
5) Switch off the power klystron sweep and adjust the reflector
voltage of this klystron until the I,p. second detector meter
indicates an output# The cavity la tuned by means of the
quartz rod until this meter shows a dip#
6) Set up the A.F.O# circuit as described in Section 3#8.c)
and switch in the stabilisation#
7) With the calibrated attenuators set at the required power
levels the spectrometer is now set up, and the sample
absorption should be observed on the o#E#0, at the required
d#c# magnetic field value with the 50c/o field modulation on#
On filling the cryostat with liquid helium the cavity
length hrs to be reduced by approximately 2#5mm# or it to
have the same resonant frequency as at room temperature# The
change in resonant length Is mainly due to the dielectric
constant of liquid helium being greater than unity# Thus, each
otep of the alignment procedure has to bo checked after the
liquid helium transfer and the system retuned where neoessary.
^3. ffetftofl Qf taking Regdjfflgg,
1th the spectrometer lined up ae above and the d#o#
magnetic field and field sweep on, an absorption can be
observed on the oscilloscope# One© the d#c# magnetic field is
set to the resonance value the magnetic sweep is switched off,
end observations are made by means of the valve voltmeter.
Normally the calibrated attenuators, A1 and A2, are initially
set to their maximum and minimum values respectively, and the
65.
other calibrated attenuator in the signal klystron arm (M1) is
adjusted to avoid any initial saturation effects. The normal
setting for this is 20db, and this remains fixed throughout the
experiment.
In the continuous wave saturation method used here, the
incident power on the paramagnetic sample is increased in steps
by means of attenuator A1, and the resultant change in the
intensity of the absorption is measured. By making preliminary
adjustments of the local oscillator klystron power with the
attenuator in that arm, the I.P. amplifier gain, and the sliding
stub tuner to obtain the same degree of coupling for the
resonant cavity, a standard read'ng on the valve voltmeter is
achieved with the d.c. magnetic field off resonance. The
crystal current meter, wavemeter, current meter and second
detector meter are used to monitor these settings. hen the d.o.
magnetic field is brought back to its resonance value there is an
increase in the reading on the valve voltmeter due to the
absorption, and for every setting of the Incident power (A1), the
detected power (A2) is adjusted to give this new reading on the
valve voltmeter, a2 is in faot giving the change in the
intensity of the absorption for any change in the incident power.
Any divergence from linearity for corresponding changes in the
values of A1 and A2 shows the advent of saturation, and the
saturation curve may be drawn from these readings.
Kt-ySfROWPoW£R(?,)y ^W.
Fig.13SaturationC veforD29atU.2°K.






































































































In Section 2„h» the Saturation Factor wan defined as
s . d ♦ i jr2H1V2r1 (u.i)
and this may he evaluated from the saturation curve, and hence
the value of the spin-lattice relaxation time if the other
terras are known,
U.i4, Meaauremept of ^ for Tipropt^i,
All measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation time were
limited to the moot concentrated of the series of neutron-
irradiated diamond specimens described in Section 2,8, An
observ tion of the resonance signal of Specimen D27 was made and
it was found to be about one-tenth of that exhibited by
Specimen D29, This is a very approximate estimate, both
observ tions being carried out under the same experimental
• • i
conditions. On comparison with the frradiation data given in
Chapter II, it would appear that the defect creation is
proportional to the neutron doseage,
A series of experiments have been completed for the sample
t*29 over the temperature range from to 1,17°F., end the
results are discussed below, A typical set of readings of the
two calibrated attenuators A1 and A2, are shown in Table 2, and
the corresponding saturation curve is plotted in Figure 13, the
operating temperature being h,2K, The results for the four
other temperatures in the range considered are shown graphically
by the saturation curves in Figures 1b, 15, 16 and 17, From
I
/to
Ki_ysr«ow Power? (P, /+**/■)
Pig. 11+. Saturation Curve for D29 at 3.0°K.
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these curve© the saturation factor of Equation b,1 can b©
obtained, and thus T^, one© T? and H, are known. At resonance
it may be assumed that this saturation factor will be equal to
| when the measured amplitude of the spin r esonance absorption
is one half of the value it would have been if the system had
remained linear. Thus, by drawing the tangent to the
saturation curve at the low power level region, the power level
at which this saturation factor is equal to £ can be found. It
remains to evaluate Tg, the spin-spinr elaxation time, and H^#
the amplitude of the rotating microwave magnetic field in the
resonant cavity.
As shown in Section 2,3 the Bpin-aoin relaxation time, T^,
may be determined from the line width of the electron spin
resonance signal. Two visual methods were used to estimate the
line width.
The first method was to compare the line width of the
diamond line with that of a known marker using 50 c/s. magnetic
field modulation, D,P,P«H, cannot be used for direct comparison
as the g-values are too close, the g-value for diamond being
2,0028, and that of P,P,P,H, Is 2,0036, Thus the resonance
lines of the two specimens would overlao if both were contained
in the oare cavity. Blue plasticine with a g-value of 2,03 was
used as a secondary marker (the resonance is due to sulphur
impurities), the diamond line first being compared with this,
and then the blue plasticine compared with P,P,P.H, The
I
Fig. 15. Saturation Curve for D29 at 2.2°K.
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b.P.P.H. has a known line width of 2.7 gauss and, from the
second experiments the line width of the blue plasticine sample
was found to "be ~ 8 gauss^'0^, The diamond line width was
estimated to "be ->7.5 gauss at liquid helium temperatures.
The alternative method employed to measure the diamond
resonance line width was to take a known fraction of 50 c/s,
magnetic field sweep voltage, phase 3hift this by 90°, and
apply it synchronously to the X-plates of the oscilloscope
(Figure 19s). Thus the width of the trace on the oscilloscope
is known in gauss from the sweep coil characteristics
(section 3»6.c)) and the line width of the resonance line may
be read off directly. This is estimated as 7 gauss, and this
value is used in the following calculation for the line width
at liquid helium temperatures. The value for a comparable
sample as quoted by Griffithsat 90°K. is 26 gauss.
Thus Tg can be determined, but to evaluate T^ it is still
necessary to calculate the amplitude (H^) of the microwave
BBgRetlo field at the specimen. Portia^'1) expresses H^2 in
the form
H12 - 32770 (1 - irix)_z
ujV
where - unloaded o of the resonant cavity
infim power reflection coefficient of the cavity
P a power Incident on the cavity (ergs)
a operating frequency (radiane/aec)
V a volume of the resonant cavity.
t
Pig. 16. Saturation Curve for D29 at 1.7°K.
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As mentioned in Section 3«5.c) the c-value of the cavity ie
found hy inserting a standing wave indicator in the cavity am
of the microwave bridge. Prom the V.8.W.R. readings at k»2 K°,,
Unloaded Q = = 10^
Loaded Q * = 6,500
V.* ,«?.R. a r = 0.5U
Power reflection coefficient lN*# 0.09.
*
Other data required Isj-
A p
o* a* 2II x 0.1375 x 10 radians/sec.
V * ITr2h » 11.5 cc.
H12 " ?TT ^0.^75^ 11.5
= 1.35 X 10"-6 ''gauss)V6rg.
p
« 1.35 Jt 10 (gauasj'/l/<-•«'. incident microwave paper
This value gives very close agreement with that worked out by
Campbell^ for an identical cavity using the energy stored in
the cavity and the field equations for the raole of operation.
P
Using the above values of and T^, and the gyromagnetio
ratio Y a 27T x 2.8 x fjflr radians/sec/gauss, the saturation
factor may be evaluatedj-
(1 * i « £
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Fig. 17. Saturation Curve for D29 at 1.17°K.
















18. Temperature Dependence of Relaxation Effect.
70.
p is the power incident on the cavity (in microwatts) when
the saturation factor, S, is equal to |r, hut the value as
measured by the attenuator A1 and given "by the respective
saturation curves is twice this due to the splitting of power at
the "bridge magic tee, assuming this is matched. The results
from figures 13, 1b, 15, 16 and 17 of the saturation curves and
required power value at the various temperatures are detailed in
Table 3,
Table 3.
Temperature U.2 3.0 2.2 1.7 1.17°K
Klystron Power
for 8 * |r 92 71 58 52 U5 microwatts
Incident ^ower.P^ U1 35.5 29 26 22,5 microwatts




0.78 0.60 0.U9 O.Ub 0.38 x 105sec.""1
71.
h. 5. Interpretation of Results.
The graph of against temperature (Figure 18) shows the
inverse dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation time on
temperature in the range covered, and at the lowest temperature
the graph appears to approach linearity which is in agreement
with the hypothesis that the direct process of phonon interaction
between the Bpins in the electronic energy 3tates is the
dominant one (Section 2.5.). At the higher temperatures the
curve is non-linear tending to a higher oraer inverse dependence
of the relaxation time on temperature, which might indicate that
the Raman type mechanism is beginning to affect the relaxation
process.
The temperature range is not wide enough, nor are the
number of temperatures at which results are taken large enough,
for any direct conclusion to be made about the power of the
inverse temperature dependence, or where one mechanism
predominates over the other. ' e can soy that the results
Indicate that the direct mechanism is stronger the lower the
operating temperature, and at higher temperatures the Raman
mechanism will take over completely the process of re¬
establishing the thermal equilibrium of the spin system.
U. 6. The diamond Spectrum.
In addition to the main diamond resonance line many other
resonance lines of order 100 times smaller were observed over a
a) D29 Resonance at l4-.2°K. b) D29 Resonance with Two
Satellites at 1.17K.
c) D29 Resonance with
Satellites superimposed
on Main Line at 1.1 7°k.
Figure 19,
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range In a.c, magnetic field from U,500 gauss to 2,750 gauss.
In all about 30 other lines were observed. Griffiths et
attribute twelve satellite lines to the different orientations
of the possible Cg molecule, but the majority of the lines
observed must be due to impurity centres. Smith, Gelles and
Sorokin^1^ attribute the weak lines fa|h§ gauss) observed by
them to bound aluminium acceptors, but the pattern of this
spectrum will vary from sample to sample. The number of lines
observed is dependent on the orientation of the erye tall©graphic
axes with respect to the d.c. magnetic field. The applied
50c/a modulation field sweep is not wide enough to give a visual
display of the whole spectrum, but some of these lines are
sho\«?n in Figure 19 b) and 19 c).
From the calibration of the sensitivity of the spectrometer
and the observed amplitude and line width of the main line of
the c.29 diamond spectrum, the number of spine in the specimen
16
is estimated to be approximately 10 spins,
U.7, Spectrum of Neutron-Irradiated Magnesium Oxide.
Samples of neutron-irradiated MgO were obtained for the
maser experiment in this laboratory The electron spin
resonance due to the F-centres induced by the irradiation has a
main central resonance line and hyperfine pattern of six
spectral lines due to the nuclear spin value | of the
neighbouring Fg2-* atoras. Other orientations of the Mg2^" and
a) MgO Resonance at Room
Temperature. t>) MgO Resonance with TwoSatellites at k.2 K.
c) Typical MgO Satellite
at 1.17 K. d) MgO Resonance withSatellites superimoosed
on Main Line at 1.17°K.
Figure 20,
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nearest neighbours occur and give different resonance
spectra. Maser amplification and oscillation have been observed
with these samples, and the spin-lattice relaxation time has
been estimated as about h milliseconds at h.2°K.
Attempts to measure this relaxation time by the continuous
wave saturation method were unsuccessful clue to early saturation
of the spin system* It would be necessary to operate at very
low incident powers producing higher system instability if this
was to be avoided. Some observations were made on the spectrum
of the !,;gO samples.
A strong central resonance line was observed, (with a
g-valiie approximately the same aa for a free electron) and six
satellite lines of amplitude roughly 10 of the main line.
These were placed asymmetrically about the main line and, on
increasing the video gain on the oscilloscope, appeared as six
sets of triplets. Again the 50e/e field modulation is not large
enough to display the whole spectrum, but Figure 20 b) shows the
train line and the first satellite on each side of this central
line, the operating temperature being h.2°g, Figure 20 c) shows
a typical satellite as a triplet, again asymmetrical in structure
At 1.2°K. many more narrow lines of very much smaller intensity
appeared, and these may be attributed to some paramagnetio
impurity, as in the case of the diamond resonance. These are
sh wn in Figure 20 d).
TTo attempt has been made here to explain this spectrum,
but It has been studied by a number of researoh workers
«
The number of spins in the specimen was estimated as in the
18
order of 10 per ce,
h,8* Conclusions and Reo ommendat1 ono.
By this method the spin-lattice relaxation time has been
measured for a specimen of neutron-irradiated diamond, and an
indication of the correct temperature dependence in the range
from 1.2°K. to U,2°K, has been found. Thus it would appear
that similar observations could be made on any specimen of a
comparable size and density of paramagnetic centres, if the
relaxation time is of the order of milliseconds. Longer or
shorter relaxation times might produce further operational
difficulties. The other samples available in the series of
neutron - irradiated diamonds should now be examinfed for any
concentration dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation effect*
A better interpretation of the results might be achieved by
expressing the relationships between the attenuator readings,
as the incident power is increased until saturation, in terms of
other variables bo that the relaxation time may be calculated
from a saturation graph without drawing tangents or making
other approximations.
75.
The apparatus could "be improved further by the use of a
resonant cavity with a higher o-value, A rectangular cavity
operating in the 102 mode has proved satisfactory in other
experiments in the laboratory, and the quartz rod fine tuning
can be retained. Stabilisation of the signal klystron wouia
help greatly to the ease of operation, but the large power
range covered in the course of determining the saturation
characteristics presents a difficulty if the klystron is to be
locked to the resonant frequency of the cavity.
Although this method gives adequate r suits, the methods
using pulsed saturation or inverts ion of the spin system aooear
to give a better indication of the actual mechanisms involved
in the relaxation process. They also give a visual
presentation of the relaxation rate, and are thus more suited
to show any anomolies which may occur.
ftppsnrax
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